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Dinton Road

Kingston Upon Thames KT2 5JT

Guide Price £2,000,000

A quite remarkable detached family home, built in 2014 to the highest of standards with
incredible accommodation approaching 3500 sqft and situated in this premier North

Kingston location overlooking Dinton Fields

Accessed via its own drive way and discreetly hidden behind a security gate in

a hidden oasis which overlooks Dinton Fields is this quite remarkable detached

family home. Built in 2014 to the highest of standards, this contemporary

residence offers exceptionally well balanced and rather practical

accommodation approaching 3500 sqft arranged over 4 floors. The emphasis

on the ground and lower ground floor is on family life and entertainment, a

superbly appointed 27' x 18' kitchen/diner leads to a stunning 19' family room,

both have direct access to the large westerly aspect patio. The lower ground

floor could easily lend itself to a relative as a self contained annex but currently

features a large cinema/media room, bedroom suite, laundry room and 2

private courtyards. On the upper floors there is an impressive 26' master

bedroom suite, fully equipped with dressing area and luxurious bathroom, 3

more high quality bedroom suites (one more with dressing area). Large dual

aspect windows, glass balustrades and an abundance of floor to ceiling bi-

folding doors make the property incredibly light. Externally, as the home is

positioned in the center of this generous plot, it provides usable, private

landscaped gardens to 4 sides, with the rear backing directly onto Dinton Fields

and the courtyard at the front can easily cater to parking for 2/3 vehicles. The

property is very energy efficient and comes fully equipped with sophisticated

technology, solar and security systems. Properties of this size & style in this highly

sought after location are rarely available and therefore a viewing is

recommended at your earliest convenience to avoid disappointment.

Situation

Accessed via its own drive way and discreetly hidden behind a

security gate lies this impressive residence in a hidden oasis which

overlooks Dinton Fields. Located in this premier North Kingston road

ideally situated between Richmond Park with its hundreds of acres

of delightful parkland and Canbury Gardens with the River Thames,

Dinton Road is an extremely sought-after address. The property is

well situated for Kingston station giving direct access into London

Waterloo, it is also easily accessible to the A3 serving London and

the M25. Kingston Town Centre with its array of shops, restaurants

and bars is a short distance away. The standard of schooling in the

area is excellent in state and private sectors, including Latchmere,

St Agatha's and Fern Hill primaries, Kingston Academy, Grey Court,

Kingston Grammar, Tiffin Boys & Girls and the German School. The

area also has an extensive range of sports and leisure facilities.

Tenure: Freehold

Local Authority: Kingston Upon Thames
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